
5th Grade Math
loduie 3: Add#ion and Snbtnzs’tion ofFraction.r

Math Parent Letter

This document is created to give parents and students a better

understanding of the math concepts found na Eureka Math.

Grade 5 Module 3 of Eureka Math covers addition and

subtraction of fractions. This newsletter will address making like

units pictorially.

Focus Area— Topic B
Iodu/e 3: .—ldd/tion znd Subiniction of Fn,ilions

11
Problem 1:

— + — =
34

Step 1: Ask yourself can the fraction one third be added to the

fraction one fourth? No, because the units are not the same.

‘e need to tind like units.

Step 2: Begin the process of (inding like units (denominators) by

drawing two rectangular models. Each rectangular model will

represent a different unit fraction shown above.

Topic B. Making Like Units Pictorially

Words to know

• t’nit I”raction • Improper l’ractitin

• Simplest bun • Mixed \umbcr

• bquivalent braction • Associitivc Property

Things to Remember:
• Unit Fraction — \ friction ahcrebv the numerator (ihe “top number”) is I.

Exampks:

• Improper Fraction- \n improper fraction is .i fraction where the numerator

(the top number) is greater than or equal to the denominator (the bottom

number.

Examples: (seven halves) and (five fifths)

• Simplest form (fraction)- \ fraction is in simplest form alien the

numerator and denominator only have I as their common factor.

Example: can be simplified to s(nce 2 and 4 have a common factor of 2.

is in simplest form because the only common factor foe I and 2is

• Mixed Number-.\ mixed number is a is hole number and a fraction

combined into inc ‘mixed” number.

Example: I

• Equivalent Fracrion-l-rictions a h:ch hasc’hc -ame s,,lue. vi vn

inevrnav liii 1 dii i’crent.
1 2

Example: —and -

• Associative Property Associative Proper ratcs rhttsoocsn idd or

multipl regsrdles- of how the numbers ire grouped lii ‘gin pal’ ic mein

ahere the parentheses arc p1 iced.

I sample. 3s”x2 3’ 2,ix7ir 5 2 75 4 3 7

OBJECTIVES OF ToPIc B
* Add and subtract fractions with unlike units using

the strategy of creating eqi.uvalent fractions

• Add and subtract fractions with sums between 1
and 2.

********
1:hi/is,, I’rob/em:

Gabe ran miles on \[ondav and milec on Tuesdai I loev tar

did Gahe ntn on both da’-c \nser: miles

(The steps ,ibove would be used to determine bow Isr Gahe

nin on both djt’s -
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Dii ide the
rectangular F
model

.J
equal units

in one
unitti,
represent
one out of
three

Divide the
rectangular
model
horizontally
into four
equal units.
Shade in one
unit to
represent one
out of four

using tao
vertical lines.

Step 3: Have both rectangular models show the same size units.

Divide the
rectangular
model
showing

into fourths
using three
honiontal
lines.

Each rectangular model now has 12 units.

rep 4: Rename each fraction showing like umrs(denominators).

14 1 3

= ‘j- and =
‘-

are both equivalent fractions

\ow, we can add the units.

• Solve two step word problems.



[‘or the folloting problem, draw a picture ii’ing rectangular
models.

12 4 162
+ - :-

‘1 he traction can be simplified to [he onh common

factor for 2 and 3 to 1; therefore it is in simplest form.

to Find the simplest form we ditide both the numerator and
denominator b a common tactor.

16 2 8 2 4 2 2
bxample I.

16 4 4 2 2
l:xample 2: ±‘ =

16 8 2
Ixaniple a:

— ÷ — = —
24 8 3

Marco bought vo pu/as for dinner, lie ate of the pu/a for dinner and

fir brakfast the next morning. \larco took the remaining piiia to school
for lunch. I lo much total pu/a did he cit for breakfast and lunch? how
mitch pizia did Marco take to cbi i,l for lunch?

7
is a improper fraction

7 61
isthesameas

6
is equal to a whole

1 + 1 } Mixed Number

Question 2: How much pizza did Marco take for lunch?

* Strategy 1: + — = I whole pizza +j = 1 whole pizza

Strategy 2: 1 whole pizza — pizza eaten

,Ian’o took tile -sixths o/a3igi to stioo//,r haul’.

Solve the following problem using the Associative Property.

11
1:—’.=

1 ts the same as 1 + -- therefore, you can rewrite the problem using the Associative Property

+]_— ]+= +

11
11

12

*

*
*

24

36

3 4_7

666

.XIano te u ttuloJ one

and one sixth of the secondpiggair
dinner and breakfust.

4 1 6-23
+8 8 24


